
Leitz Ergo Active Sitting Ball with stopper function
65cm
The Leitz Active Sitting Ball with stopper function encourages back and
core muscle movement to improve posture and relieve back pain. Ideal
for use as an additional sitting solution to keep you active while you
work. IGR and TÜV certified. The 65cm diameter makes this sitting ball
chair ideal for those between 156 and 180cm in height. The safety
stopper function prevents the ball from rolling away when standing up
and secure for storage. With it's minimalist design, this stylish sitting
ball chair has positive impact on wellbeing by effortlessly creating the
perfect active working set-up. Alternate every 30 minutes between the
ball and a chair and ensure correct inflation according to the manual.
Combine with other Leitz Ergo products for an inviting and flexible
workspace to help you stay active and productive throughout the day.
Colour Number EAN code

grey 65420085 4002432134762

dark grey 65420089 4002432134779
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Attributes

- Stylish and ergonomically designed sitting ball
ideal for use as additional seating to keep you
moving throughout the day

- Alternate between the ball and a chair every 30
mins to improve posture, flexibility and help
relieve back pain. Ensure the ball is correctly
inflated according to the manual. Tested and
recommended by the German IGR Institute for
Health and Ergonomics, according to DIN 26800
EN ISO 15537

- TÜV certified anti-roll safety feature to prevent
the ball moving when you stand up and for
secure storage

- Features a strong and durable carry handle to
easily move from room to room

- Generous 65 cm diameter with a robust
phthalate-free inner ball suitable for heights
between 156 and 180cm and a maximum load of
150 kg

- Quick and easy to set up by inflating the inner
ball with the hand pump supplied and inserting
the plug

- Ball cover can be removed and is hand
washable for hygiene

- Includes the inner sitting ball, fabric ball cover,
hand air pump and 2 plugs, a plug remover and
instruction sheet

- Plastic free packaging

- The Leitz Ergo range combines style with
premium quality to create a healthy and active
work environment

Specifications
Number 65420085

Colour grey

Dimensions (W x H x D) 650 x 650 x 650 mm

Weight 2870 g

Pallet quantity 60

EAN code 4002432134762
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